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By Cathy Plourde

Add Verb Publications, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Annotated edition. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Featuring both the US and the Australian acting
versions of You the Man, Add Verb Productions one-man show on engaging bystanders to address
and interrupt dating violence and sexual assault. This never-before released script is accompanied
by dramaturgical notes for actors and directors and a comprehensive production guide. You the
Man script and guide benefitted from Add Verb s fifteen years experience of presenting theatre for
awareness, wellness, and activism to middle schools, high schools, colleges, conferences, and
medical professionals across the US as well as in Australia. The play brings six characters to the
stage: a young man, a teacher, and a father who are concerned with a young woman s wellbeing
and safety; a police officer who wants to bring justice to victims; a ball player whose world is now
compromised by the violence of a teammate; and, an advice-giving speaker who uses humor to
underscore his serious message of empathy and action. The program keeps the safety and agency
of victims--no matter their gender--front and center, and acknowledges the wide-sweeping effects
of interpersonal violence. The approach of this...
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Completely among the finest publication I have got possibly read through. It really is rally exciting throgh reading through period. You are going to like
how the writer compose this publication.
-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD

Undoubtedly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. This can be for those who statte there was not a worthy of studying. I am delighted to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my very own daily life and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Per r y Reing er-- Per r y Reing er
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